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Abstract Wind power meteorology has evolved as an applied science, ﬁrmly
founded on boundary-layer meteorology, but with strong links to climatology and
geography. It concerns itself with three main areas: siting of wind turbines, regional
wind resource assessment, and short-term prediction of the wind resource. The
history, status and perspectives of wind power meteorology are presented, with
emphasis on physical considerations and on its practical application. Following
a global view of the wind resource, the elements of boundary layer meteorology
which are most important for wind energy are reviewed: wind proﬁles and shear,
turbulence and gust, and extreme winds.
The data used in wind power meteorology stem mainly from three sources: on-
site wind measurements, the synoptic networks, and the re-analysis projects. Wind
climate analysis, wind resource estimation and siting further require a detailed de-
scription of the topography of the terrain – with respect to the roughness of the
surface, near-by obstacles, and orographical features. Finally, the meteorological
models used for estimation and prediction of the wind are described; their classiﬁ-
cation, inputs, limitations and requirements. A comprehensive modelling concept,
meso/micro-scale modelling, is introduced and a procedure for short-term predic-
tion of the wind resource is described.
This manuscript has been submitted for publication in two parts in Wind Energy,
published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Part I, Climate and Turbulence, covers
Sections 1–4 of the present report and Part II, Siting and Models, Sections 5–7.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wind Power Meteorology is not a term to be found in a standard glossary of
meteorological terms. However, it is a discipline which has evolved under its own
provisions. It can formally be described as applied geophysical ﬂuid dynamics,
but a more understandable deﬁnition would rest on a combination of meteorology
and applied climatology. Meteorology is atmospheric science in its widest sense.
It consists of the atmospheric thermodynamics and chemistry, the qualitative and
quantitative description of atmospheric motion, and of the interaction between
the atmosphere and the Earth’s surface and biosphere in general. Its goals are the
complete understanding and the accurate prediction of atmospheric phenomena. It
is one of the most complex ﬁelds of both natural and applied science. Climatology
is the scientiﬁc study of climate and its practical application. It uses the same
basic data as meteorology and the results are particularly useful to problems in
industry, agriculture, transport, building construction, and biology. Many of the
aspects of climatology make it a part of meteorology, but when the emphasis is on
speciﬁc climate conditions at a particular point on the Earth’s surface, it is clearly
part of geography. Wind power meteorology thus does not belong wholly within
the ﬁelds of either meteorology, climatology or geography. It is applied science,
whose methods are meteorological, but whose aims and results are geographical.
It concerns itself with three main areas: micro-siting of wind turbines, estimation
of regional wind energy resources, and short-term prediction of the wind power
potential, hours and days ahead.
With respect to wind power meteorology, siting is deﬁned as estimation of the
mean power produced by a speciﬁc wind turbine at one or more speciﬁc locations.
A full siting procedure includes considerations such as the availability of power
lines and transformers, the present and future land use, and so on. However, these
aspects are not considered here. To put ‘paid’ to the problem of proper siting
of wind turbines with respect to the wind resource, we require proper methods
for calculating the wind resource, the turbulence conditions, the extreme wind
conditions, and the eﬀects of rotor wakes.
Regional assessment of wind energy resources means estimating the potential
output from a large number of wind turbines distributed over the region. Ideally,
this results in detailed, high-resolution and accurate resource maps, showing the
wind resource (yearly and seasonal), the wind resource uncertainty, and areas of
enhanced turbulence.
Forecasting of the meteorological ﬁelds, hours and days ahead is one of the great
challenges of meteorology. The tremendous increase in computer power and of the
observational density (by satellites in particular) and quality have contributed to
a marked increase in forecasting skills over the last decade. This, in turn, has made
it possible to construct a methodology by combining numerical weather prediction
models with micro-siting models to predict the power output from speciﬁc wind
farms up to 48 hours ahead.
These three topics and wind power meteorology in general are treated in the
following sections. First, the history, status and perspectives are described. This
description constitutes by no means a full account of what has been done by whom;
admittedly, it gives a rather subjective view: the Risø perspective on matters.
The next two sections set the stage for wind power meteorology with respect to
meteorology and climatology and the following section relates it to geography.
Then wind data are treated, in particular the means by which these data are
obtained. Finally, a description of the numerical meteorological models – spanning
from full, global circulation models over high-resolution limited-area models to
micro-scale models – is given.
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2 HISTORY, STATUS & PERSPECTIVES
The discipline Wind Power Meteorology has evolved together with the commercial
evolution of the wind turbine and the large-scale utilization of wind for electric-
ity generation. From the early seventies, groups world-wide began to work with
meteorological and climatological questions related to wind energy and numerous
publications can be found in the literature. The national wind energy programs,
which were initiated in a number of countries in the seventies, typically includ-
ed national wind resource surveys. Among these, probably the best known are
the Wind Energy Resource Atlas of the United States by Paciﬁc Northwest Lab-
oratory [1] and the Wind Atlas for Denmark by Risø National Laboratory [2],
both published in 1980. In addition to these atlases a number of so-called siting
handbooks were produced; most notably in the USA (1977) [3] and (1980) [4], in
Canada (1984) [5], and in the Netherlands (1986) [6]. The Danish Wind Atlas and
later the European Wind Atlas (1989) [7] serve both purposes, as wind resource
atlas and siting handbook.
During the 1980s wind turbine development increased dramatically, and large
demonstration wind turbines were erected and tested, but often dismantled af-
ter a few years of operation due to unsuccessful design. In the meantime, the
small and privately produced turbines went on growing larger and more reliable
and – thanks to various political initiatives – a sometimes turbulent market was
created. Best known is the growth of the European and American wind turbine
industry; the eruption of the Californian market and the subsequent decline lead-
ing to multiple bankruptcies for the industry. Following this incidence a slower,
but consolidate growth of the European market developed: the wind energy com-
munity had learned its lesson from the Californian adventure. The importance of
an accurate knowledge of the overall wind resource and reliable methods for the
siting of wind turbines had become increasingly clear.
Through the 1990s the world has seen a continuous growth in the application of
wind energy. The competition has become ﬁerce, not only between speciﬁc brands
of turbines, but also between projects demanding large investments. Which project
to select and on what grounds? Usually, economy and, consequently, the expecta-
tion to the power production during the lifetime of the wind turbine are crucial
parameters. Here, the application of wind power meteorology plays an ever increas-
ing important role. It is interesting to note that this discipline has evolved over the
last 20 years or more, turning a relatively ‘free’ academic discipline into ‘hard core’
research and development under the pressure from the wind energy community –
with a strong and almost unrealistic demand for accurate and eﬃcient methods.
Many of the early methods put forward did not survive. The methods that are left
are in return extensively used. With the wisdom of hindsight it is straightforward
to explain what happened, why it happened and ﬁnally in what direction the de-
velopment must go. The answer lies in the physics: the more relevant physics that
can be implemented in the methods, the more general and realistic the models and
the more accurate and reliable the results. In the following, we will go through
simple physical arguments in support of this allegation.
2.1 Physical considerations
The state of the atmosphere is well described by seven variables: pressure, tem-
perature, density, moisture, two horizontal velocity components, and the vertical
velocity; all functions of time and position. The behavior of these seven variables is
governed by seven equations: the equation of state, the ﬁrst law of thermodynam-
ics, three components of Newton’s second law, and the continuity equations for
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mass and water substance. These equations are mathematical relations between
each atmospheric variable and their temporal and spatial derivatives. Mathemat-
ical models of the atmosphere can be obtained by integrating the relevant equa-
tions with special initial and boundary conditions. The equations can be solved
numerically by forward marching in time, using the time rates of change of the
variables; the derivatives are replaced by ratios of ﬁnite diﬀerences, and changes
of the variables over a certain time interval are computed repeatedly as long as
needed.
The atmosphere contains motions with scales varying from about 1 mm to t-
housands of kilometers. Ideally, mathematical models should be constructed from
observations with one millimeter spatial and with a fraction of a second tempo-
ral resolution. Clearly, this is impossible in practice, and models are constructed
separately for systems on diﬀerent scales. Thus, for example, there are models for
local circulations such as sea breezes, for ﬂow over mountains, for weather devel-
opments over Europe, or for the entire globe. Depending on the system modelled,
the equations can be simpliﬁed and for the development of wind power mete-
orology the starting point is the simplest model for motion in the atmosphere:
steady winds over very extensive plains under an overcast sky or, in other word-
s: a stationary wind ﬁeld over an inﬁnite ﬂat plane of uniform roughness with
neutral stratiﬁcation. The only quantity of interest is the variation of wind speed
with height. Straightforward physical considerations [2, 8] lead to the well-known
logarithmic wind proﬁle, which is determined solely by three variables: the height
above ground, the roughness length and the friction velocity. The roughness length
parameterizes the roughness of the surface and the friction velocity parameterizes
the frictional force between the moving air and the ground.
From the starting point of the inﬁnite plate at rest, we move to the rotating
earth. Far away from the ground, the atmosphere can not feel the friction and
the ﬂow is in equilibrium with the pressure force and the Coriolis force. The
latter is caused by the rotation of the Earth. The resulting wind is called the
geostrophic wind. Moving down to the surface, the wind changes from geostrophic
speed to zero speed at the height of the roughness length. At the same time the
wind direction changes, rotating anti-clockwise on the northern hemisphere and
clockwise on the southern hemisphere. The balance between the forces can be
derived theoretically under the idealized conditions of stationarity, homogeneity
and barotropic stratiﬁcation (the pressure gradient being constant over the depth
of the boundary layer). For the conditions of neutral stability, the balance can be
expressed as a relation – the geostrophic drag law – between the surface friction
velocity and the geostrophic wind, with the roughness length and the Coriolis
force as parameters, see Eq. (3). The geostrophic wind can be calculated from
the surface pressure gradient and is often close to the wind speed observed by
radiosondes above the boundary layer. The combination of the logarithmic wind
proﬁle and the geostrophic drag law provides us with an easy-to-handle model
atmosphere: the Coriolis parameter is known for a given location and the roughness
length can be estimated from the characteristics of the ground cover. Hence, if we
can determine the geostrophic wind, the friction velocity can be calculated from
the drag law and, in turn, applied in the logarithmic proﬁle to calculate the wind
speed at a desired height.
Now we introduce weather and climate; the atmosphere is no longer assumed
stationary, but characterized by ‘synoptic’ activity, i.e. the passing of high and
low pressure systems. The geostrophic wind has a climatological variation, which
we need to estimate in order to get the climatology of the surface wind. This was
the philosophy behind the Danish Wind Atlas work (1977-80) [2]. Surface pressure
data measured every third hour over 13 years at 55 stations in Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Germany, and Poland, were used to calculate a 13-year time-series of the
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geostrophic wind over Denmark. This was then used to calculate time-series of the
surface wind at heights between 10 and 200 meters, for four values of the roughness
length. Each value of the roughness length was assigned to a characteristic type of
terrain, named a roughness class. Initially, the aim of the project was to produce
maps over Denmark of the wind resources. Early in the project it became clear,
that in order for such maps to make any sense they would have to be produced with
an – at that time – impossible high resolution. The reason for this is the dramatic
variation of the wind conditions which, due to the extreme dependence of the
wind speed on the topographical features, can be experienced near the surface
over short distances. Instead of producing maps, a method which could be used
to produce maps of high resolution at particular locations was developed. More
speciﬁcally, the method, which later became known as the Wind Atlas Method,
was created such that a user, having speciﬁed the roughness classes in each of
eight direction sectors (N, NE, . . . , NW), could use the tables and graphs in the
Atlas to calculate the distribution function of the wind at the desired height. This
was before the advent of the PC.
One of the assumptions used in the development of the wind atlas method
was that the distribution of wind speeds is well approximated by the Weibull
distribution function. Several investigations before the Atlas had hinted at this and
the general experience today is that well-measured data at locations with moderate
to high winds almost always can be approximated by the Weibull function. The
time-series of the geostrophic wind calculated from the pressure data had a near-
perfect Weibull distribution as shown in Fig. 1(a). The distribution functions
of the surface wind speed time-series, calculated as described above, were then
ﬁtted with the Weibull distribution and the resulting two parameters describing
the distribution, the scale parameter A and shape parameter k, were plotted for
ﬁve heights, four roughness classes and eight direction sectors. A typical graph
is shown in Fig. 1(b). More than 6000 wind turbines operating in Denmark and
Germany have been sited using this method, hence there is an immense amount
of experience behind its use.
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Figure 1. (a) The distribution of the geostrophic wind over Denmark [2]. (b)
Weibull A- and k-parameters as functions of height over roughness class 2 [2].
The values shown at 1000 m correspond to the geostrophic wind.
In the construction of the Danish Wind Atlas it was necessary to move a step
away from the idealized world. It was essential to include the eﬀects of changes
from one roughness class to another and from height variations in the terrain.
In other words, it was inevitable to construct models which, on the basis of sim-
ple information extracted from standard topographical maps, could calculate the
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eﬀect on the wind from topographical features. This was achieved by combin-
ing contemporary theories with experimental investigations. The Atlas contains
a method for calculating the eﬀect of a change of roughness class, the so-called
roughness change model, and a model for calculating the speed-up which occurs
when the ﬂow passes over a hill, the so-called hill model. Further, it was necessary
to construct a model for the eﬀect of sheltering obstacles in the terrain, such as
houses and shelter belts, the so-called shelter model.
In 1981, the European Commission launched its ﬁrst wind energy research pro-
gram. In the plans was the creation of a European wind atlas, based on the Dan-
ish Wind Atlas methodology for non-mountainous terrain and an application of
a mass-consistent model for mountainous terrain. An assembled working group
immediately deemed this approach impossible. Not only was the necessary collec-
tion of pressure data prohibitively immense, but so were also the requirements for
computer power. Furthermore, the inﬂuence on the pressure measurements from
the actual heights of the synoptic stations above mean sea level could introduce so
large errors in the calculation of the geostrophic wind that the resulting statistics
most likely would be useless. The use of a mass-consistent model for the moun-
tainous areas had the problem that because the physics is extremely simpliﬁed
– basically only the continuity equation – it requires a network of measurements
with an unrealistic density. Therefore a methodology was established in which the
ﬁrst step was to give a systematic description of the various types of landscapes
in Europe and the next to provide methods and data to be used in each landscape
type. Five distinct landscape types were recognized and the topography and wind
climatology were described. For the creation of the European Wind Atlas the s-
trategy was to adapt parts of the methodology from the Danish Wind Atlas for
the relatively simple landscapes, and for the complex landscapes to collect as
many high-quality wind records as possible and develop a method to describe and
classify the stations in a uniﬁed way.
As mentioned above, the Danish method could not be used straightforwardly
because of the insurmountable diﬃculties in the pressure analysis. Instead, another
method was put forward: the double vertical and horizontal extrapolation method.
The idea behind this is quite simple: if we have measured the wind speed at a
height of 10 meters at one station and we are able to estimate the distribution
of the roughness length around the station, then we can ﬁnd the friction velocity
from the logarithmic proﬁle and apply this in the geostrophic drag law to calculate
the geostrophic wind. Having determined the geostrophic wind this way, we can
proceed as in the Danish Wind Atlas method to calculate the Weibull statistics.
And these statistics can then be used to estimate the wind statistics at speciﬁc
locations up to 200 m a.g.l. The procedure is illustrated in Fig 2.
However, with the introduction of the double extrapolation method, the as-
sumption about the uncomplicated neutral atmosphere had to be relaxed. This
is so, because the climate of the surface heat ﬂux is an important parameter for
the vertical extrapolation of the wind distribution with height. Even at moderate
wind speeds, deviations from the logarithmic proﬁle occur when the height ex-
ceeds a few tens of meters. Deviations are caused by the eﬀect of buoyancy forces
in the turbulence dynamics; the surface roughness is no longer the only relevant
surface characteristic, but has to be supplemented by parameters describing the
surface heat ﬂux. With cooling at night, turbulence is lessened causing the wind
proﬁle to increase more rapidly with height; conversely, daytime heating causes
increased turbulence and a wind proﬁle more constant with height. In order to
take into account the eﬀects of the varying surface heat ﬂux without the need
to model each individual wind proﬁle, a simpliﬁed procedure was adopted which
only requires the climatological average and root-mean-square of the surface heat
ﬂux. This procedure introduces the degree of ‘contamination’ by stability eﬀects
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Figure 2. The wind atlas methodology used for the European Wind Atlas [9]. Mete-
orological models are used to calculate the regional wind climatologies from the raw
data. In the reverse process – the application the Wind Atlas – the wind climate
at any speciﬁc site may be calculated from the regional climatology.
to the logarithmic wind proﬁle when conditions at diﬀerent heights and surfaces
are calculated.
Owing to the complexity of the European landscape and the large number of
stations used for the analysis, it was necessary to replace the roughness change
model and the hill model by much more general computerized models, which were
able to handle topographical map information in digital form. These models had
to be developed, veriﬁed and applied. The result was a ﬂow-over-hill model with
an expanding polar grid centered at the point of interest, enabling a very detailed
description of the terrain around a speciﬁc location. Because the terrain elevations
closest to the location exert the strongest inﬂuence, this is a very much desired
feature. The roughness change model was initially expanded to multiple roughness
changes and subsequently developed into a more general model, capable of han-
dling roughness areas extracted directly from topographical maps. The European
Wind Atlas was published in 1989, one year after the calculational methods had
been made publicly available in the PC-program WAsP: the Wind Atlas Analysis
and Application Program [9]. Subsequently, a number of similar studies were un-
dertaken in e.g. Norway (1987) [10], Jordan (1989) [11], Western Australia (1990)
[12], Switzerland (1990) [13], Algeria (1991) [14], Finland (1994) [15], Sweden
(1995) [16], Germany (1996) [17], Egypt (1996) [18], and similar eﬀorts are in
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progress in Libya, Syria, Russia and elsewhere.
The primary use of WAsP has been for siting of wind turbines world-wide, single
or in farms. Over the decade it has been in use, it has developed into a generally
accepted standard for micro-siting. However, it has its well-recognized limitation-
s: the more complicated the situation is with respect to topography, climatology,
or both, the more uncertain are the results from the calculations. Many of the
procedures that constitute the method are strictly applicable only under an ide-
alized and limited range of conditions. The most severe problems are encountered
in mountainous terrain where large-scale eﬀects render the model increasingly d-
eﬁcient because of the importance of dynamics which is at present not accounted
for in the model. The only way forward is to use more complete physical models.
The next level consists of the so-called meso-scale models. They build on the full
set of equations and are therefore – formally – capable of modelling all types of
ﬂow in complex situations. Their disadvantage lies in the diﬃculties encountered
in prescribing the initial and boundary conditions accurately. Furthermore, they
typically model an area of the order of 100×100 km2 with a resolution of 5–10 km.
To zoom in on speciﬁc locations, it is necessary to apply a high-resolution model
like WAsP. This line has been followed in a number of studies [19]. The European
Wind Atlas work was followed up by the EU Commission with a study called
‘Measurements and modelling in complex terrain’ [20]. The aim was to be able to
calculate the available wind resources in mountainous terrain with an acceptable
low uncertainty. The project encompassed model development and measurements
in several mountainous regions of Europe for veriﬁcation and demonstration. The
result is produced by a combination of the Karlsruhe Atmospheric Mesoscale Mod-
el (KAMM) and WAsP.
The perspectives for further progress of wind power meteorology are good: the
ever-increasing computer power and eﬃciency of numerical methods allow for
continuous development of the models involved, and the public availability of large
databases on long-term global wind climatology and high-resolution topography
(orography and land use) allows for production of world-wide reliable wind atlas
data and for accurate siting of wind turbines.
3 WEATHER AND WIND CLIMATE
It is the wind in the lowest part of the atmosphere that is the most important
atmospheric variable for wind power meteorology. During this century a scientiﬁc
discipline named boundary layer meteorology evolved with the aim of describing
the atmospheric processes in the atmospheric boundary layer. The application of
this discipline has mainly been aimed at the study of air pollution, agriculture
and wind engineering. Wind power meteorology has been fortunate to be able
to draw from the acquired knowledge of boundary layer meteorology and until
recently it is fair to say that wind turbine designers have not been able to make
full use of it. However, this has now changed and the requirement for detailed and
highly realistic models, for example a three-dimensional quantitative description
of the turbulence over a rotor plane, is a tremendous challenge to wind power
meteorology.
The atmospheric boundary layer is the layer of air directly above the earth’s
surface. The layer extends to about 100 m above the ground on clear nights with
low wind speeds, and up to more than two kilometers on a ﬁne summer day. The
lower part of this layer is called the surface layer and it is sometimes deﬁned as a
ﬁxed fraction, say 10% of the boundary layer depth. For the purpose of climatology
relevant to wind power utilization, we can often neglect the lowest wind speeds,
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so situations where the atmospheric boundary layer extends to approximately one
kilometer are of primary concern. It is in the lowest 100 m – the surface layer –
that the logarithmic law for the wind proﬁle and other relations described in the
next section apply.
The wind proﬁle we observe at any particular time is one measure of the elements
of the current weather. If we continue to observe the same wind proﬁle over years,
we make up its climatology. It is worth-while for discussions ahead to reproduce
here the generally accepted deﬁnitions of weather and climate [21]:
Weather is the totality of atmospheric conditions at any particular place and
time – the instantaneous state of the atmosphere and especially those elements
of it which directly aﬀect living things. The elements of the weather are such
things as temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind, humidity, cloudiness, rain,
sunshine, and visibility.
Climate is the sum total of the weather experienced at a place in the course of
the year and over the years. Because the average conditions of the weather
elements change from year to year, climate can only be deﬁned in terms of
some period of time – some chosen run of years, a particular decade or some
decades.
3.1 Wind climates of the World
The climate varies greatly around the globe. We are not concerned here with other
elements than the wind and the wind resource, but note in passing that other
climate elements, such as humidity, precipitation, temperature, and also average
concentrations of particles, sea spray, etc. would be required for other purposes.
An example of this is a ‘Corrosion Atlas’, which would be an appropriate thing
for a wind turbine designer to have.
Figure 3. Energy ﬂux of the wind at 850 hPa (≈ 1500 m a.s.l.) in Wm−2 from 8
years of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. The energy was calculated for every 2.5 deg.
of latitude/longitude using an air density of 1.225 kgm−3 (ﬁgure created using the
GrADS software by Brian Doty).
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An overview of the global wind climate is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the mean
wind-energy ﬂux at 850 hPa (≈ 1500 m a.s.l.) is shown. The picture is a familiar
one, displaying clearly the ‘roaring forties’ on the Southern Hemisphere and the
extratropical cyclonic activity over the Northern Atlantic and the Northern Paciﬁc.
Furthermore, the southwest monsoon can be seen, with the Somali Jet standing
out.
Evidently, this is a very coarse picture of the wind regimes of the World: it
does not display local wind systems on scales less than a few hundred kilometers
and larger-scale systems with strong yearly variations are suppressed, too. For a
detailed description of the global climate, see [22, 23]. However, as a starting point
for regional wind resource estimation world wide, the database used for the map
is extremely useful in combination with adequate meteorological models.
The wind climatological description and classiﬁcation of a particular location is
not a simple matter. Many diﬀerent types of wind statistics could be considered
for a description of wind climates; local or regional. For the European Wind Atlas
a graphical representation called the wind climatological ﬁngerprint was developed
[7]. Experience has shown that the collective information in the various statistics
usually provides a good representation of the wind climate. Figure 4 elucidates
the usefulness of parts of the ﬁngerprint characterization; three widely diﬀerent
wind climates from the arctic, the Westerlies, and the trade winds are shown. The
dramatic diﬀerences between these climates are obvious, especially for the yearly
and the daily variations.
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Figure 4. (a) Yearly and (b) daily variations of the mean wind speed for three
diﬀerent wind climates. (c) Frequency distributions of the wind speed at the same
three locations.
3.2 Climate variability and change
Variability is an intrinsic feature of climate because the weather changes from
year to year and between consecutive decades. The data which form the basis
of any wind resource study cover a limited period of time, which in many cases
is about ten years. The question therefore arises: to what extent is that period
representative for the longer-term climate and, more importantly, how large a
deviation must be expected in future decades? A study of climatic variability in
northern Europe [7] shows that variations in wind energy of up to 30% can be
expected from one decade to another, see Fig. 5. In another study [2] it was found
from an analysis of the expected power output for a 45-m high wind turbine over
a 22-year period that the interannual variation in power corresponds to a mean
relative standard deviation of approximately 13%.
For the proper assessment of the economics of wind power utilization, such
variability must obviously be borne in mind. In comparison with other important
factors such as rates of interest and prices of other fuels, the uncertainty in the
wind resource is not large over the lifetime of a wind turbine of, say 20 years. Based
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Figure 5. Mean energy in the wind for consecutive 5-year periods based on a time-
series from Hesselø, Denmark, 1873-1982 [7].
on the studies cited above one can estimate the variation of the mean power from
one 20-year period to the next to have a standard deviation of 10% or less. The
possible eﬀect of the increasing CO2 content in the atmosphere might be a gradual
change in the global climate. If this happens, both a change in the magnitudes of
climate mean levels and climate ﬂuctuations of the wind energy can be expected.
However, as for now, no ﬁrm evidence of global change has been given.
4 WINDS IN THE ATMOSPHERIC
BOUNDARY LAYER
The scientiﬁc discipline boundary layer meteorology has produced a wealth of
knowledge, especially concerning the dynamics of the ﬂow in the atmospheric
boundary layer. Below, some of the aspects most important to wind power mete-
orology are described and the basic equations given.
4.1 Wind profiles and shear
The behaviour of the natural wind ﬁeld over ﬂat terrain of uniform roughness and a
long upstream fetch is well known; both from a large number of ﬁeld measurements
and from theoretical treatments, and a description can be found in any textbook
on turbulence [24].
The mean wind proﬁle, i.e. measurements of wind speed as a function of height,
averaged over periods of 10–60 minutes, is often described for engineering purposes
by a power law approximation
U(z1)
U(z2)
=
(
z1
z2
)p
(1)
where U(z1) and U(z2) are the wind speeds at heights z1 and z2, respectively,
and p is the power law exponent, with a typical value of 0.14. A serious problem
with this approach is that p varies with height, surface roughness and stability,
which means that Eq. (1) is of quite limited usefulness. A more realistic expression
for the mean wind speed at height z, with much more general validity, can be
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obtained from the so-called logarithmic wind proﬁle with stability correction. This
expression, which is well supported by theoretical considerations, is written
U(z) =
u∗
κ
(
ln
z
z0
− ψ
)
(2)
where u∗ is the friction velocity, κ the von Ka´rma´n constant (≈ 0.4), z0 the
roughness length, and ψ a stability-dependent function, positive for unstable con-
ditions and negative for stable conditions. The wind speed gradient is diminished
in unstable conditions (heating of the surface, increased vertical mixing) and in-
creased during stable conditions (cooling of the surface, suppressed vertical mix-
ing), see Fig. 6(a).
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Figure 6. (a) Wind proﬁles for neutral, unstable and stable conditions according
to Eq. (2). The proﬁles have been matched at 30 m, but represent the same rough-
ness length. The mean wind speed gradient is very diﬀerent for the same terrain
and hub-height wind speed, but diﬀerent stabilities. (b) Measured wind proﬁle in
very stable conditions with high wind shear (Nørrekær Enge wind farm, no-wake
situation) [25, 26]. Neutral-model proﬁle is for the same wind speed at 30 m and
same roughness length.
In stable conditions, signiﬁcant changes in wind direction with height are also
observed. A wind turbine operating under such conditions experiences both a wind
speed shear and a wind direction shear. An example of a large-shear case is given
by the measured wind proﬁle from the Nørrekær Enge II wind farm shown in
Fig. 6(b) [25, 26]. The wind speed at hub height was quite moderate, but the very
large shear across the rotor was comparable to the shear found with a hub-height
speed of about 30 m s−1 in neutral conditions and a roughness length of 0.03 m.
This situation gave rise to large loads at the rotation frequency. In fact, we ﬁrst
observed the anomalous loads, subsequently checked the data and then found the
large wind shear situation.
As another example, typical values of mean wind shear across a 50-m rotor
at 50-m hub height can for low wind speeds in stable conditions be of the same
magnitude as the wind shear at very high wind speeds in neutral condition, i.e.:
Neutral z0 = 0.03 m Uhub = 8 ms−1 U75 − U25 = 1.2 m s−1
Stable z0 = 0.03 m Uhub = 8 ms−1 U75 − U25 = 4.8 m s−1
Neutral z0 = 0.03 m Uhub = 32 m s−1 U75 − U25 = 4.8 m s−1
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The wind is generated by large-scale pressure diﬀerences and under certain
simplifying circumstances a ﬁctitious wind speed, the geostrophic wind, which is
representative for the wind speed driving the boundary layer, can be calculated
from the pressure ﬁeld. Using information about surface roughness and stability, it
is then possible to calculate the wind speed near the surface using the geostrophic
drag law
G =
u∗
κ
√[
ln
(
u∗
fz0
)
−A
]2
+ B2 (3)
where G is the geostrophic wind, f the Coriolis parameter, and A and B are
dimensionless functions of stability (for neutral conditions, A = 1.8, B = 4.5). If
the geostrophic wind is known, it is quite simple to calculate u∗ for a given z0
and use Eq. (2) for the calculation of the wind speed at a certain height. This
is basically the double vertical extrapolation method described in the previous
section.
In sloping terrain and over hills, certain layers of the ﬂow accelerate, leading to
diﬀerent shapes of the wind proﬁles. The shear in local height ranges may then
be much higher than that implied by Eq. (2), see Fig. 7(a). In-depth treatment of
ﬂow in changing terrain can be found in [27], and simple engineering approaches
in [28] and [24].
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Figure 7. (a) Normalized wind proﬁles observed upwind, at the crest, and at the
foot downwind of a two-dimensional ridge [27]. (b) Wind proﬁles upwind and 5.3
rotor diameters downwind of an operating wind turbine [26]. Seventeen time-series
of 30-minute duration, with hub-height wind speeds in the range from 6 to 8 m s−1
and near-neutral conditions, were selected for calculation of this average wind
proﬁle.
In the wake of an operating wind turbine, the mean ﬂow speed decreases down-
stream of the rotor, giving rise to the formation of strong shear layers near the
edges of the wake, especially near the top of the wake. Initially, the wake diameter
is close to the rotor diameter, but as the ﬂow moves away from the rotor, turbulent
mixing gradually increases the wake diameter and decreases the velocity deﬁcit.
At a distance of about 10 rotor diameters downstream, the ﬂow has almost recov-
ered and the wind proﬁle is close to the upstream proﬁle. An example of the wind
proﬁle ﬁve rotor diameters downstream of a wind turbine is shown in Fig. 7(b),
see also Fig. 10.
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4.2 Turbulence and gusts
The turbulent variations of the wind speed are typically expressed in terms of the
standard deviation, σu, of velocity ﬂuctuations measured over 10 to 60 minutes,
normalized by the friction velocity or by the wind speed. The variation in these
ratios is caused by a large natural variability, but also to some extent because
they are sensitive to the averaging time and the frequency response of the sensor
used. In horizontally homogeneous terrain, the turbulence intensity, Iu = σu/U , is
a function of height and roughness length in addition to stability, whereas σu/u∗,
not too far from the ground, may be considered a function of stability only. A
typical value for neutral conditions is σu/u∗ = 2.5 for homogeneous ﬂat terrain,
often larger for inhomogeneous terrain, but with very large local variations.
The turbulence intensity is a widely used measure, and for neutral conditions
with a logarithmic wind proﬁle over ﬂat terrain, we ﬁnd Iu ≈ 1/ ln(z/z0). Typical
values of Iu for neutral conditions in diﬀerent terrains are:
Flat open grassland: 13% Sea: 8% Complex terrain: 20% or more
Measurements from a number of sites were shown in [29]. The variations with
stability can also be considerable, especially at low to moderate wind speeds,
with smaller resulting turbulent intensities in stable conditions and larger values
in unstable conditions; values of 25% are not unusual in ﬂat open grassland for
moderately unstable conditions. The variances are quite sensitive to the averaging
time because much of the turbulent kinetic energy appears at quite low frequencies,
in both unstable and particularly in stable conditions. In the latter case, the
variance can be completely dominated by large-scale slow variations in wind speed
and direction overlaid with very little turbulence [30].
In wakes we see increased turbulence levels together with decreased mean wind
speeds, leading to signiﬁcantly larger turbulence intensities than for the free ﬂow
[31, 32, 26, 33].
The turbulent velocity ﬂuctuations can be described as a result of stochastic
broadband processes. We see variations in velocity in a broad range of frequencies
and scales, and numerous models have been used to describe the distribution of en-
ergy over diﬀerent scales as a function of stability and height. These models can be
subdivided into two ‘families’: the so-called Kaimal-spectra and their generaliza-
tions [34, 35, 36], providing good empirical descriptions of observed spectra in the
atmosphere, and the von Ka´rma´n spectra, which may provide a good description
of turbulence in tube-ﬂows and wind tunnels, but are less realistic for atmospheric
turbulence [37]. The popularity of the latter can mainly be attributed to the fact
that they feature simple analytical expressions for the correlations. Examples of
spectra in ﬂat homogeneous terrain are shown in area-conserving representations
in Fig. 8(a). Typical spectra, (at near neutral, and not too close to the ground)
are dominated by broad maxima and falling oﬀ towards high frequencies as f−5/3.
The very low frequency behaviour is typically characterized by a large amount of
variation and statistical uncertainty. Note the quite large diﬀerences in variances
for diﬀerent stabilities, with large variances in the unstable boundary layer and
much smaller variances in the stable boundary layer.
The traditional way of relating length and time scales in turbulence is through
the so-called Taylor ‘frozen turbulence’ approximation, i.e. the turbulence statis-
tics can be regarded as a result of a frozen picture of turbulence advected past
the observer by the mean wind, such that λ = U/f , where λ is a length scale and
f the corresponding frequency observed in a ﬁxed frame of reference. In the sim-
ple Kaimal formulation for neutral conditions, approached from stable conditions,
spectra close to the ground have a dominating length scale of about 22 times the
height above the ground. This is a fair approximation at low heights and moderate
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Figure 8. (a) Model spectra of the streamwise velocity component 50 m a.g.l. in
ﬂat terrain for neutral (L inﬁnite), stable (L = 30 m) and unstable (L = −30 m)
conditions, where L is the Monin-Obukhov length [34, 35, 36]. The areas under
the curves are proportional to the variances. (b) Probability distribution of length
scales from the Vindeby site at heights of 48 m. Length scales were derived by the
‘half variance’ method.
wind speeds, but above 30–40 m and for high wind speeds [38] the length scale
approaches a constant value, typically 500–1500 m.
Terrain inhomogeneities may locally give rise to very large changes in the spec-
tra. In ﬂow over hills, the pressure ﬁeld perturbations induced on the ﬂow by the
presence of the hill lead to an (almost) instantaneous redistribution of energy from
the streamwise component of the wind to the vertical component by rapid distor-
tion [39], see Fig. 9. In situations with changing roughness, the turbulence changes
gradually downstream, ﬁrst at small scales (high frequencies), and later also at
larger scales. Because it can take considerable amounts of time (tens of minutes
to hours) to change the large, energy-containing eddies, the turbulence of the ﬂow
‘remembers’ the upstream conditions far downstream [40]. The general eﬀect of
inhomogeneous terrain is to increase turbulence, typically at length scales compa-
rable in size to the characteristic terrain features [41]. In this way, the shape of
the spectrum approaches that of the unstable spectrum in Fig. 8(a), where typical
length scales of the energy-containing range are of the order of several kilometers.
Neutral conditions are very rare events, typically occurring only as transitions
between stable and unstable conditions. However, near-neutral conditions occur
also during overcast skies and moderate to high wind speeds. This variation in
stability means that at a particular site, a wide range of dominating length scales
are seen: from tens of meters to several kilometers, the distribution of which de-
pends very much on the local stability climatology. The probability distribution
of length scales at a coastal site is shown in Fig. 8(b). Here, the length scale was
deﬁned as the scale for which half of the variance of the streamwise component is
distributed on larger scales and the other half on smaller scales. This length scale
does not coincide exactly with the peak of the power spectrum – the diﬀerence
being < 10% for a typical spectrum – but the length scale deﬁned in this way
is much easier to measure reliably. In Fig. 8(b), the most common length scale
is 500–600 m, but the distribution is skewed (almost symmetric in the logarith-
mic representation) and the average length scale is about 1000 m. Length scale
distributions are presented also for other heights in [33]; from 15 m and above
these are very similar (for the 7-m level the scales were found to be signiﬁcantly
smaller) with a slight tendency towards smaller scales closer to land. Also, it has
been observed at the oﬀshore location, 2 km from the coast, that the scales are
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Figure 9. Wave-number spectra of the velocity components upstream and at the
crest of a hill. Full line: streamwise, dashed line: lateral, dotted line: vertical.
Note the redistribution of energy from the streamwise component to the vertical
component by ‘rapid distortion’.
smaller for oﬀshore ﬂow and larger for onshore ﬂow.
The spectral coherence, Coh(f), is a useful measure of the normalized spectral
distribution of spatial correlations. Note however that the integral of
√
Coh(f)
over all frequencies is diﬀerent from the correlation. The spectral coherence is
deﬁned as
Coh(f) =
Q212(f) + Co
2
12(f)
S1(f)S2(f)
(4)
where Q12 is the quadrature spectrum, Co12 the cospectrum and S1 and S2 the
power spectra measured at the physically separated positions 1 and 2. The coher-
ence is an important quantity when translating Eulerian spectra into spectra in
a rotating frame of reference, such as that ’seen’ at a ﬁxed position on a rotating
wind turbine blade [42, 43]. It is quite diﬃcult to measure coherences with suﬃ-
cient statistical signiﬁcance and consequently there is a lot of scatter in measured
values. Traditionally, very simple exponential models have been used to describe
the coherence functions [44], for coherences along the wind and perpendicular to
the mean wind, in the lateral and in the vertical. The coherence for separations
perpendicular to the mean wind in neutral conditions, is described well by the
following model, even in wake situations [45]
Coh(f,Δs) = exp
(
−aifΔs
U
)
(5)
where Δs is the separation and ai depend on the velocity component and the di-
rection of separation (vertical or lateral). For the u-component ai = 12+11Δz/zavg
for vertical separation and ai = 12 + 11Δy/z for lateral separation – where Δz
is the height diﬀerence, zavg the average of the two heights, and Δy the lateral
separation at the same height z. In the literature, several other models of varying
degrees of sophistication can be found [46].
The coherences also depend on stability: the decay constant ai increases sig-
niﬁcantly in stable conditions, and decreases slowly with increasing instability.
In strongly stable conditions, the picture is somewhat blurred by the fact that
the low-intensity, small-scale turbulent ﬂuctuations are masked by the presence
of slow, large-scale, highly coherent, two-dimensional structures. Except for mi-
nor diﬀerences in average stability (slightly more stable over the sea) there is no
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reason to believe that the coherences should behave diﬀerently over the sea. In
complex terrain, however, where we typically see excess turbulence at large scales,
one might expect that, like for unstable conditions, the coherences will increase
somewhat.
The presence of operating wind turbines in the ﬂow have a signiﬁcant impact
on the ﬂow properties close to the rotor (within 10 diameters), see [32, 26, 33, 47]:
• The wind speed is decreased inside the wake, giving rise to large shear at the
top of the wake.
• Turbulence levels are increased inside the wake and, since the mean wind
speed is decreased, there is a considerable increase in turbulence intensity.
• The length scale of turbulence is decreased inside the wake because the tur-
bulence produced by the shear layers in the wake is created at length scales of
the same magnitude as the cross-wind dimensions of the wake which are typ-
ically an order of magnitude smaller than the length scale of the turbulence
in the free ﬂow.
• Because of the wake-imposed length scale, turbulence length scales in the
wake for the diﬀerent components of wind speed approach each other.
• In general, second-order statistics is quite perturbed inside the wake and the
usual boundary-layer approximations for variances etc. become quite diﬀerent
in the non-equilibrium turbulence in the wake.
• Spectral coherence in the wake seems to be well described by the usual models
except for the near wake (distances ≤ 5D), see [45].
Examples of changed mean and turbulence quantities are shown in Figs. 10 and
11.
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Figure 10. Proﬁles of (a) standard deviations of wind speed ﬂuctuations and (b)
length scales, upwind and 5.3 rotor diameters downwind of an operating wind
turbine [26]. Hub height is 31 m and rotor diameter 28 m. Averages of 17 half-
hour series with hub height speeds of 6–8 m s−1 in near-neutral conditions were
selected.
The turbulent velocity ﬂuctuations, deﬁned as the deviations of the instanta-
neous velocity from the average value (averaging time 5–60 minutes), are not the
manifestations of a Gaussian process. Although probability distributions of wind
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Figure 11. Downstream development of turbulence intensities at (a) hub height and
(b) hub height + 0.5D, for three diﬀerent wind speeds. The smooth curves were
drawn through averaged data at 2D, 7.5D, 14.5D; undisturbed data correspond to
24 diameters downstream [45]. Hub height is 31 m and rotor diameter 28 m.
speed ﬂuctuations to a good approximation follow a Normal distribution, accel-
erations are in general observed to have wider distributions (‘longer tails’) [48].
Despite these deviations and because of the lack of a better description, the gust,
deﬁned as the maximum wind speed during a measurement period of 5–60 min-
utes, is often calculated using a Gaussian process as an approximation [49, 50].
Using assumptions of stationarity, and that a wide-band process results in a joint-
Gaussian description of u and du/dt, the expected gust value during time T , where
we ﬁrst have block-averaged data over time τ , is
Umax − U
σu
=
√
2 ln
[
T
2π
σu˙(τ)
σu(τ)
]
(6)
where σu(τ)2 is the variance of wind speed ﬂuctuations ﬁltered with a lower
cutoﬀ at the frequency 1/T and block-averaged over time τ and σu˙(τ)2 is the
ﬁltered variance of wind accelerations.
The results of such a calculation [51], using the Kaimal spectrum, are shown in
Fig. 12(a), which also shows the results of simulated Gaussian turbulence [52] plot-
ted as a function of the length scale (spectral peak) of the turbulence. Measured
data from the Finnish Kopparna¨s site are shown in Fig. 12(b) for diﬀerent heights,
plotted as a function of wind speed. These measurements are quite consistent with
the model results, and show very little variation with height. The scatter around
the curves is larger at low wind speeds and decreases towards higher speeds; typical
standard deviations are 0.5 at 5 m s−1 and 0.4 at 15 m s−1.
Another school of gust modelling takes its starting point in diﬀerent character-
istic shapes of gust events, that vary depending on the data set used. Some typical
examples are described in [53].
For calculations of the mechanical loads on a wind turbine rotor, it is necessary
to have detailed information about the spatial structure of the 3-D wind ﬁeld.
Many load models use the Veers-model [54], but in recent years the more eﬃcient,
realistic and ﬂexible Mann-model has been developed [55].
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Figure 12. (a) Gust model calculations plotted as a function of length scale. Solid
line is the result from a simulated time-series with 100 hours of simulated turbu-
lence at each length scale. The dashed line was calculated using Kaimal spectra
and Eq. (6). (b) Measured gust as a function of wind speed, using 10-minute time-
series; approx. 1 second averaging time. Measurements at 10, 22, 36 and 51 m
a.g.l. Typical standard deviations around mean values, 0.4–0.5, above 5 m s−1.
4.3 Extreme winds and exceedance statistics
The proper design of a wind turbine for a speciﬁc wind climate must take into
account the number of times, or the probability, that large loads and resulting large
responses may occur over the lifetime of the turbine. As for other engineering
applications, it is useful to use the return period T , which is the average time
interval between excursions beyond a certain load. The largest loads are caused
by the strong winds which occur in connection with severe weather phenomena.
Most severe are undoubtedly tornadoes where it is claimed that wind speeds up to
100 m s−1 occur. A tornado is very localized with a horizontal extent of typically
500 m and a life time of tens of minutes. It is therefore almost impossible to
estimate the probability that a speciﬁc location be hit by a tornado. However,
it is well known that tornadoes are more prevalent in North America than in
other places of the earth; about half of the world’s tornadoes occur here and most
of the other half occur in about 20 other countries. Very violent winds are also
encountered in connection with the about 80 large-scale, severe storms – tropical
cyclones, hurricanes and typhoons – that occur each year. The polar front in the
northern latitudes is the cause of cyclones of large extent, thousand kilometers
and with winds occasionally reaching the wind speeds of hurricanes and perhaps
even tornadoes.
Good instrumental records are a necessary requirement for determining ex-
ceedance statistics. So are adequate statistical methods to determine the appro-
priate statistics and methods by which the statistics can be transformed from the
location of the measurements to other locations. In engineering literature, extreme
value statistics is often expressed as the average return period – typically 50 years
– for a 10-min average wind speed of a certain (large) magnitude. Below, we il-
lustrate a procedure for obtaining these statistics [56] by means of data from the
Faroe Islands. The data series are all too short, but the analysis shows the princi-
ple as well as possible problems with the method. Data were measured on several
islands in order to study the wind conditions at a range of typical topographical
sites. The measurements during a severe storm are shown on Fig. 13(a) for the
two islands of Nordradalsskard and Glyvursnes.
The ﬁrst station is situated in a saddle point 267 m a.s.l. and is strongly aﬀected
by the orography, whereas the other station is considered not to be inﬂuenced by
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Figure 13. (a) Ten-minute averaged wind speeds at Glyvursnes and Nor-
dradalsskard during a storm on the Faroe Islands, 21–22 December 1988. Two-
second gust speeds (open circles) are also shown for the latter station. Measure-
ments were taken 10 m a.g.l. The station most exposed to the storm ceased mea-
suring a few minutes after 00:45 on the 22nd, when the lattice tower collapsed. (b)
Monthly extreme wind speeds at Glyvursnes, irrespective of direction. P is given
by P = m/(N +1) where N is the size of the sample and m is an ordering number
of the ranked events. The straight line is ﬁtted disregarding the 21–22 December
event.
the local topography. The largest 10-min mean wind speed at 10 m at the ﬁrst
station was 58.1 m s−1 and the lattice tower carrying the instrumentation collapsed
when the 2-sec gust value reached 76.7 m s−1. The highest 10-min value at the
second station was 39.2 m s−1. The data series for the latter station covering 7
years is used for the extreme value analysis. First, the standard procedure [57] is
followed by plotting ranked extreme events versus the double logarithm of their
relevant probabilities and ﬁtting a straight line. This gives the speed which on
the average is exceeded once in the period T considered. The result is given in
Fig. 13(b). The double exponential form of the accumulated probability function
implies that for large (rare) events, the probability density function itself is nearly
an exponential of the form p(u) ≈ exp(−u). For such processes it can be shown
that the average number of exceedances η per unit time of a certain speed u
is proportional to p(u) [50]. This can be used to extrapolate the above return
period to another return period T . Thus, for one exceedance on the average, Tη
is constant, i.e. T1e−u1 = T2e−u2 , or
u2 = u1 + α ln
T2
T1
(7)
where α is the slope of the regression line in the ranking plot. Approximately the
same results are obtained when other common statistical methods, e.g. selecting
the events as individual storms, are used. The result is also rather insensitive to
whether the analysis is carried out on the wind speed itself or the wind pressure.
Finally, the estimated extreme value which is valid for conditions of 10 m above
fairly open terrain, can be extrapolated to other topographical conditions and
other heights at the island by applying the wind atlas method [58].
Figure 13(b) depicts a problem of the analysis: the storm event from Fig. 13(a)
is completely oﬀ the regression line. If we use the parameters of this, calculated
without the data from 22 October 1988, we obtain an average return period of
approximately 300 years. However, this is an irrelevant and useless prediction.
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The only conclusion we can draw is that this singular event must belong to a
diﬀerent phenomenon than the rest of the extreme value ensemble. We do not
have a solution to such problems except to state that in order to get reliable
extreme value statistics such as 50-year return periods, only long time-series of
well measured data from a homogeneous statistical ensemble might suﬃce.
5 WIND CLIMATE DATA SOURCES
Diﬀerent sources of wind data are available and can be employed for diﬀerent
purposes in wind energy studies – each type of data providing quite diﬀerent
levels of detail and accuracy. The overall distribution and magnitude of the wind
resource on a global scale, the detailed mapping of the wind power potential on
a national or regional scale, and the very detailed estimation of the actual power
production by a wind turbine or wind farm, represent three very diﬀerent scales
within the broad range of applications in wind power meteorology.
5.1 Re-analysis projects
Useful sources of climatological data on a global scale are the re-analysis projects
carried out by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction and National
Center for Atmospheric Research, NCEP/NCAR [59], by the European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecasting, ECMWF [60], or by NASA [61]. The
projects objective is to produce homogeneous data sets covering a decade or more
of weather analysis with the same data assimilation systems. This means that data
from synoptic weather stations, radiosondes, pilot balloons, aircraft, ships, buoys,
and satellites are collected, controlled, gridded and prepared for initialization of a
global numerical weather prediction model.
The projects were initiated mainly to ﬁnd low-frequency variabilities of the at-
mosphere. In routine weather analysis apparent (climatic) trends and jumps may
appear when a new analysis scheme or forecast model is introduced. This unreal-
istic variability can be eliminated by using one state-of-the-art data assimilation
system. In addition, data which were not available during operational weather
forecasting can be included. The modern assimilation scheme plus the added in-
put data should result in better analyses than the previous routine analysis.
The re-analysis data allow a broad overview of the global wind climate [62] and
a ﬁrst estimate in regions of poor observational coverage. A convenient property
for the user of these data sets is their completeness. After the reanalysis there are
no missing values in the data.
5.2 The synoptic network stations
For national and regional wind resource assessment, the routine observations car-
ried out by the meteorological and other public services may be used, either as the
primary data source or for veriﬁcation purposes. In the Danish Wind Atlas [2], for
example, the geostrophic wind climate was determined from long-term pressure
measurements at about 55 synoptic stations in and around Denmark (≈ 43 000
km2). The geostrophic wind climate was then used to estimate the wind distri-
butions at a given height over a speciﬁed terrain, by means of the geostrophic
drag law [62]. The veriﬁcation of the atlas was performed by estimating the wind
climates of 12 speciﬁc sites in Denmark where long-term wind measurements had
been carried out.
The European Wind Atlas [7], covering a land area of about 2.25 mio. km2,
employed surface observations of wind speed and direction, measured over a 10-
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year period, to determine the wind climate at about 190 European meteorological
stations. In addition, 29 radiosonde stations were used to ﬁnd the geostrophic wind
climate at those locations. Using a set of physical models, the wind climates were
subsequently referenced to a common set of standard topographical conditions, i.e.
they were expressed as Weibull A- and k-parameters for ﬁve heights and twelve
30-degree sectors over four diﬀerent values of surface roughness. Wind resource
estimates for other sites can then be obtained invoking the same set of models
to introduce the site-speciﬁc topography of these sites. The veriﬁcation of the
methodology was done in the same way, i.e. by intercomparison of the reference
stations.
Most routine meteorological observations are presumably performed according
to common (WMO) standards, but it should be borne in mind that wind ener-
gy was never the primary concern of these observational networks. Consequently,
the selection and analysis of such data must be done very carefully. Evidently,
the station data must cover the climatic area and time period of interest, but the
anemometer should also be well exposed and an accurate history and description of
anemometric conditions should be available. Time-series data should be preferred
as the initial data source since this allows for detection of errors in the data which
may be undetectable in data summaries. The data series and derived statistics
should be inspected carefully to detect deﬁciencies in the data: abnormally high
wind speeds (spikes), patterns in the data related to data transformation (e.g. from
knots to m s−1) or data transmission (truncation), representativity (daily/yearly),
missing observations etc. The accuracy of the wind measurements should prefer-
ably also be evaluated, at least by visual inspection of the current anemometer
setup.
5.3 On-site wind measurements
On-site wind measurements are often an important input to the prediction of the
power production of a single wind turbine or wind farm (siting), or for establishing
the power curve of a wind turbine. The accuracy of these measurements is crucial
because the energy density and wind turbine power output are proportional to the
cube of the mean wind speed. Furthermore, the instruments used must be robust
and reliably accumulate data over extended periods of unattended operation.
Most on-site (and routine) wind measurements are carried out using simple
mechanical devices like the traditional cup anemometer. The behaviour of these
instruments is fairly well understood and the sources of error well known – but,
alas, often neglected. Solid-state wind sensors (e.g. sonics) have until recently not
been used extensively for wind energy purposes, mainly because of their high cost.
Today, however, it has become feasible in large-scale projects – and certainly at
wind turbine test centers – to deploy sonic anemometers. These have a number
of advantages over mechanical anemometers and further provide measurements of
turbulence, air temperature and atmospheric stability. However, they also intro-
duce new sources of error which are less well known and the overall accuracy of
sonic anemometry still needs to be investigated.
In general, the sources of error in anemometry include the eﬀects of the tower,
boom and other mounting arrangements, the anemometer design and its response
to the turbulent characteristics of the ﬂow and the calibration procedure. Evi-
dently, proper maintenance of the anemometer is also important. In some cases,
special problems arise due to icing of the sensor or deterioration of the mechanical
parts of the anemometer at sites close to the sea. An overview of some important
aspects of anemometry is given in Tab. 1.
The design considerations of cup anemometers are beyond the scope of this
paper. A modern, sturdy, light-weight, fast-responding cup anemometer should
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Table 1. Instrument characteristics and operational aspects that must be evaluated
and taken into account in order to obtain accurate and reliable wind speed mea-
surements using a cup or sonic anemometer. Evidently, the operational aspects
are common to all anemometers.
Cup anemometer
• Anemometer design (
0)
• u-bias ∝ (σu/U)2
• v-bias ∝ (σv/U)2
• w-bias ∝ (σw/U)2
• stress-bias ∝ 〈uw〉/U2
Operational aspects
• Calibration procedure
• Siting of anemometer
• Tower, boom and clamps
• Environmental conditions
• Anemometer maintenance
Sonic anemometer
• Anemometer design
• Array ﬂow distortion
• Transducer shadow eﬀects
• Probe head geometry
• Transducer array characteristics
be used. The distance constant, 
0, i.e. the column of air corresponding to 63%
recovery time for a step change in wind speed, should preferably be a few meters or
less. An example of such an anemometer is the Risø–70 cup anemometer [63, 64].
The errors in cup anemometry caused by the turbulent nature of the wind have
been discussed by many authors in the past; a thorough review of cup anemometer
dynamics was recently given by Kristensen [64]. He discusses four types of biases:
i) u-bias or ‘overspeeding’ causing too high measured wind speeds because the cup
anemometer responds more quickly to an increase in the wind than to a decrease of
the same magnitude; ii) v-bias or the so-called DP-error (data processing ‘error’)
which accounts for the fact that the cup anemometer is not a vector instrument,
but measures the mean of the total horizontal wind speed; iii) w-bias and iv) stress-
bias which are equal to zero only if the anemometer has an ideal cosine response.
The four turbulent biases are proportional to (σu/U)2, (σv/U)2, (σw/U)2 and
〈uw〉/U2, respectively [64]. The associated errors (ie with i, iii and iv) are in
most cases of the order of 1% or less for a fast-responding anemometer mounted
at a height of 10 m or more, but should be evaluated for the cup anemometer
in question. The v-bias should be taken into account when comparing cup- and
sonic-measured mean wind speeds.
Cup anemometers should be maintained and calibrated on a regular basis to
ensure long-term accuracy in the wind speed measurements. It is usually recom-
mended to perform the calibration in a wind tunnel, over the range of wind speeds
of interest. However, since wind tunnel work is expensive and time-consuming – or
a wind tunnel is simply not readily available – this is often not done. An alterna-
tive may be to intercompare cup anemometers in the atmosphere, i.e. to compare
them to a reference instrument [65].
The tower or mast on which the anemometer is mounted interferes with the
ﬂow and therefore introduces errors in the measured wind speed and direction. For
boom-mounted instruments this leads to a reduction in the wind speed measured
downwind of the tower, as well as a smaller reduction in the wind speed measured
on the upwind side. An example of the shadow eﬀects from a lattice tower is shown
in Fig. 14(a).
The width of the downwind sector angle in which the measurements are dis-
turbed (typically ±30–45◦) is a function of the distance between the anemometer
and the tower. However, no simple relationships exist because of the great variety
of mast geometries. The distance should be at least 1.5 tower diameters [27], but
preferably 3 or more. Since full 360◦-coverage is often desirable in wind energy
applications, two or more anemometers must then be operated at each level.
The boom and other mounting arrangements may also be the source of quite
large errors in the measured mean wind speed, as shown by wind tunnel studies of
the eﬀect of various boom and clamp arrangements [66]. Long-term measurements
using the same type of cup anemometer, Fig. 14(b), indicate that the eﬀects may
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Figure 14. (a) Ratio of wind speeds measured by two cup anemometers versus
wind direction. The cups are mounted on opposite sides of a triangular lattice
tower with side length 1.2 m; the boom lengths are 2.5 m. (b) Ratio of wind speeds
measured upwind of a lattice tower – by two boom-mounted cup anemometers –
to an undisturbed reference speed versus wind direction. The distance between the
cup rotors and the boom is 5.5 boom diameters.
be smaller in the atmosphere [65] than in the wind tunnel. However, both types of
studies suggest that boom-mounted cup anemometers should generally be mount-
ed on vertical extension poles with a distance between the rotor plane and the
boom of at least about 12 boom diameters.
The adverse eﬀects of the tower and mounting arrangements can (and should) be
avoided by mounting one anemometer on a slender pole, about three or more tower
diameters above the top of the tower – without lightning conductors or antennas.
This is particularly important if only one anemometer position is available.
The improper siting of a well-calibrated and properly mounted anemometer can
easily render the measurements useless. Hence, if wind measurements are not made
at the exact point of interest, e.g. at hub height at the location of a wind turbine,
some eﬀort should go into siting of the anemometer. The eﬀects of topography
on a number of possible sites may be estimated using numerical models, e.g. the
WAsP models [7, 9]. In order to minimize subsequent modelling uncertainties, the
anemometer site should resemble as closely as possible the sites that are to be
investigated (predicted), i.e. with respect to elevation, exposure, ruggedness, land
use, and height above ground.
The sonic anemometer measures the wind speed from the ﬂight times, t1 and
t2, of ultrasonic sound pulses traveling in opposite directions across a ﬁxed sound
path [27]. It has no moving parts and therefore none of the response problems
associated with cup anemometers. By the same token, it presumably requires
very little maintenance. The wind speed measured along a sound path, S, is a
function of the path length and the two travel times only: S = (
/2)(1/t1−1/t2);
i.e. independent of atmospheric conditions like pressure, air temperature, humidity,
etc.
Lack of ease-of-operation, long-term instability and high cost have been major
obstacles to the application of sonic anemometers in wind energy studies. How-
ever, several sonic systems are now fairly easy to operate and can provide data
over extended periods of time. Furthermore, a number of systems have become
available at a cost comparable to the total cost of a cup anemometer, wind vane
and temperature sensor (including booms, clamps, cabling, radiation screen etc.).
The major concern, inherent in sonic anemometry, is the fact that the probe
head itself distorts the ﬂow – the eﬀect of which can only be evaluated in detail by
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a comprehensive wind tunnel investigation [67, 68, 69, 70]. The transducer shadow
eﬀect is a particularly simple case of ﬂow distortion and a well-known source of
error in sonics with horizontal sound paths [27]. Less well known are the errors
associated with inaccuracies in probe head geometry [70] and the temperature
sensitivity of the sound transducers [70]. Finally, speciﬁc details in the design of a
given probe head may give rise to wind speed-dependent errors [68]. Wind tunnel
investigations and atmospheric sonic intercomparisons carried out at NCAR and
Risø [70] suggest that the accuracy and reliability of common oﬀ-the-shelf sonic
systems are approaching those of a fast-responding, calibrated cup anemometer.
However, the cup anemometer should still be employed for accurate determinations
of the mean wind speed. For measurements of the three-dimensional structure
of atmospheric turbulence the sonic anemometer seems to be the instrument of
choice.
6 TOPOGRAPHY
The wind close to the earth’s surface is strongly inﬂuenced by the nature of the
terrain surface, the detailed description of which is called topography. The inter-
action between the wind and the surface takes places on a broad range of length
scales, and much eﬀort in boundary-layer meteorology has been devoted to the
separation of this range of scales into a number of characteristic domains which
can be systematically described, parameterized and/or modelled. For the purpose
of wind power meteorology, which is primarily concerned with the wind ﬂow from
10 to 200 meters above the ground, the eﬀects of the topography can be divided
into three typical categories [7]:
Roughness The collective eﬀect of the terrain surface and its roughness elements,
leading to an overall retardation of the wind near the ground, is referred to
as the roughness of the terrain. The point of interest must be ‘far away’ from
the individual roughness elements, and the height usually much larger than
the height of these.
Obstacles Close to an obstacle, such as a building or shelter belt, the wind is
strongly inﬂuenced by the presence of the obstacle which may reduce the wind
speed considerably. To be of any consequence, the point of interest must be
‘close’ to the individual obstacle, and the height comparable to the height of
the obstacle.
Orography When the typical scale of the terrain features becomes much larger
than the height of the point of interest, they act as orographic elements to
the wind. Near the summit or the crest of hills, cliﬀs, ridges and escarpments,
the wind will accelerate while near the foot and in valleys it will decelerate.
This division of the topography – simple as it may seem – has proven extremely
useful in wind power meteorology [7] and it is invoked routinely [9] to describe the
complexity of the ‘real world’. Some terrain characteristics and concepts used for
the description and analysis of topography are introduced below.
6.1 Surface roughness
The roughness of a terrain surface can be parameterized by a single length scale,
the roughness length z0, the inﬂuence of which on the wind speed proﬁle was given
by the logarithmic wind proﬁle and the geostrophic drag law. Since the roughness
of an area is determined by the size and distribution of the roughness elements
it contains – including vegetation, built-up areas, and soil and water surfaces
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– the roughness length is not constant, but changes with foliation, growth of
vegetation, snow cover, sea state and so on. This should be taken into account in
any climatological analysis.
Land-use information, from which the roughness may be derived, can be extract-
ed from topographical maps, aerial photographs, satellite imagery, data bases on
surface cover, or by visual inspection of the site(s) of interest. In any case, the in-
formation is usually a snap-shot only of the land-use. The site-speciﬁc roughness
lengths and changes of roughness can be described in a roughness rose, corre-
sponding to the up-wind conditions in a number of sectors. However, it is much
more convenient to record the information in a roughness map and let the analysis
model extract the speciﬁc information needed [9]. Roughness maps can readily be
derived from most land-use data bases, in which case an automatic procedure may
be set up. This facilitates wind resource assessment over large areas vastly.
Coastal land- and seascapes, in demand for wind power utilization because of
the generally high wind resource, are characterized by large roughness changes at
the coast-line. Recently, oﬀshore sites have also attracted considerable attention.
Prediction of the wind climate in these environments, where relatively few obser-
vations exist, requires detailed knowledge about the roughness of water surfaces.
Oﬀshore conditions present a situation where the ﬂow in many respects diﬀers
from that over land. Some of the more signiﬁcant diﬀerences are (greatly simpli-
ﬁed):
• The roughness length is very small for moderate wind speeds leading to:
– Small vertical wind gradients
– Small turbulence intensities
• The roughness length is not constant, but varies with:
– Wind speed (z0 increases rapidly with increasing speed)
– Upstream distance to land (higher roughness close to land)
– Water depth
• Stability conditions are also diﬀerent from inland conditions because of the
high heat capacity of the sea:
– The average stratiﬁcation is slightly stable in mid-latitudes away from
warm or cold sea currents.
– The daily cycle in the stability variation over land is replaced by a season-
al cycle with stable conditions in spring-summer and unstable conditions
in fall-winter.
– The roughness change from land to sea is large and the eﬀect of up-
stream roughnesses can extend far oﬀshore. The height of the internal
boundary layers developing after a roughness change grows much more
slowly in stable than in a neutral or unstable conditions, and the general
turbulence level is also lower which further decreases the growth rate.
Wind turbine wakes extend their eﬀect further downstream, and their relative
impact is larger oﬀshore than onshore because of the low turbulence levels and
the stability.
In near-coastal areas, which initially are the most interesting ones for wind
energy purposes, the situation becomes further complicated:
• The sea surface roughness varies because of changes in the wave ﬁeld near
the coast.
• The large roughness change between land and sea is ‘felt’ by the ﬂow a sig-
niﬁcant distance oﬀshore.
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• Coastal orography will inﬂuence the ﬂow at sea both for oﬀ- and onshore
wind.
• Diﬀerential heating of land and sea surfaces will superimpose secondary ﬂows
(sea and land breezes) on the synoptic ﬂow pattern.
• In areas with very cold water like the Baltic Sea, the phenomenon known
as low-level jets may bias the local climate towards higher wind speeds than
those derived from the usual geostrophic approximations [71].
Some of these problems are dealt with in detail in a study of the Baltic Sea
wind resources [72].
A widely used expression for the roughness length of the open, deep sea far from
land is the so-called ‘Charnock’ expression [73]:
z0 = A
u2∗
g
(8)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The value of the constant A is usually
quoted as 0.01–0.04, where the lowest value is for open sea and the highest value
is for near-coastal conditions, see Fig. 15. Recent research [74] has shown that the
‘constant’ A actually varies by a factor of more than 10 as a function of ‘wave age’,
i.e. young, developing waves extract much energy from the wind and, consequently,
the roughness is high; old waves extract much less energy and their roughness is
therefore signiﬁcantly lower.
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Figure 15. Calculated and measured oﬀshore roughness lengths as functions of wind
speed. Curves for two values of the Charnock constant using Eq. (8) are shown.
They represent open sea and near-shore conditions, respectively. The measured
roughness lengths were derived from data at a coastal site, Nibe, and a near-coastal
site, Vindeby. Wind directions with upstream fetches over water of 7–15 km were
used in both cases. Roughness lengths were derived from near-neutral data using
Iu = 1/ ln(z/z0). Twelve years of measurements from Nibe [75] were used, and
one year from Vindeby [76, 33]. The high, measured values at low wind speeds are
partly due to instationarities and stability eﬀects.
At very high wind speeds, the sea surface roughness approaches that of a smooth
land surface. This should of course be taken into account when considering extreme
loads, where the turbulence added to the extreme wind speeds will have the same
magnitude over land and sea.
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6.2 Obstacles
The second local eﬀect which must be taken into account is the sheltering of e.g.
the anemometer by near-by obstacles, such as buildings. Obstacles may be extract-
ed from detailed maps, but it is usually advisable to visit the site as well. The
site visit, or analysis of aerial photography, is also necessary for determining the
height and porosity of obstacles. The information needed for shelter modelling is
basically the dimensions, position, and porosity of each obstacle. If a site is severe-
ly sheltered, the wakes may further be characterized by wake moment coeﬃcients
[77].
6.3 Terrain orography
The term orography refers to the description of the height variations of the terrain,
referenced to a common datum such as the mean sea level. The orography is
described in most topographical maps by the height contour lines of the terrain
surface. Height contours can also be speciﬁed in digital form as a vector map,
which contains the (x, y)-coordinates and elevation of the contour lines. Some ﬂow
models, e.g. the BZ-model of WAsP, employ digital maps directly. Other models
require a Cartesian grid of terrain spot heights, a so-called digital terrain model
(DTM) or raster map. Accurate raster maps can readily be derived from detailed
vector maps, whereas the transformation of raster maps to vector maps results in
some loss of information, depending on the actual grid cell size of the DTM. For
the purpose of wind energy applications, we here divide the diﬀerent landscapes
into three simple classes: ﬂat, hilly and mountainous, see Fig. 16. In ﬂat terrain
and lowland regions far from mountains, the orographic eﬀects are negligible and
the roughness of the terrain is the all important characteristic for the wind ﬂow;
examples of this were given above.
By hilly terrain we mean terrain which is suﬃciently gentle to ensure mostly
attached ﬂow, corresponding to landscapes where the slopes are less steep than
about 0.3. Typical horizontal dimensions of the hills are a few kilometers or less.
This type of landscape is generally within the operational envelopes of present-day
linearized ﬂow models and several bench-mark data sets exist for the testing of ﬂow
models in such terrain [78]. As the terrain gets steeper and more complex, and the
typical horizontal dimensions of the hills increase to several kilometers, the large
scale orographic features may induce strong modiﬁcations of the entire boundary
layer. Linearized models may still give accurate results locally, but horizontal
extrapolation of the wind climate becomes increasingly diﬃcult.
In mountainous terrain a signiﬁcant fraction of the slopes are steeper than about
0.3 and ﬂow separation occurs. In addition, the entire boundary layer is strongly
inﬂuenced by the terrain. In general, the ﬂow cannot be adequately be modelled
using simple linearized models; non-linear, numerical models or measurements
must be used.
The somewhat indeterminate term ‘complex terrain’ is often used in connection
with the orographic characteristics of a landscape; applied primarily for hilly and
mountainous terrain consisting of a ‘complex’ mixture of several hills or mountains.
However, no widely accepted measure of terrain complexity exists at present.
One objective measure of the steepness or ruggedness of the terrain around a site
is the so-called ruggedness index or RIX [79], deﬁned as the percentage fraction of
the terrain steeper than some critical slope, say 0.3 [80]. This index was proposed
[79] as a coarse measure of the extent of ﬂow separation and thereby the extent
to which the terrain violates the requirements of linearized ﬂow models. Based on
the limited experience available, the landscapes in Fig. 16 may be characterized
by the following RIX values: ﬂat and hilly 0% (upper panel), more complex (lower
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Figure 16. Diﬀerent landscape types [7]: ﬂat (upper left) and hilly (upper right)
terrain is generally within the performance limits of linearized ﬂow models. As
the terrain gets steeper and more complex (lower left) the modelling uncertainties
become larger and present-day engineering models must be applied with utmost
care. The ﬂow in mountains cut by deep valleys (lower right) may be investigated
using more advanced ﬂow models and/or by measurements. (S. Rasmussen del.)
left) about 10% or less, mountainous (lower right) from about 10 to 50% or more.
The ruggedness index has also been used to develop an orographic performance
indicator for WAsP-predictions in complex terrain [79, 81] – where the indicator is
deﬁned as the diﬀerence in the percentage fractions (ΔRIX) between the predict-
ed and the reference site. This indicator may provide the sign and approximate
magnitude of the prediction error for situations where one or both of the sites are
situated in terrain well outside the recommended operational envelope, see Fig. 17.
The systematic trend in Fig. 17(a) indicates a strong inﬂuence of ﬂow separa-
tion on the WAsP wind speed prediction error [79]. If the reference and predicted
sites are equally rugged, i.e. |ΔRIX| small, the prediction errors are relatively s-
mall. If the reference site is rugged and the predicted site less rugged or ﬂat, the
overall prediction is underestimated with a signiﬁcant negative error. Conversely,
if the reference site is ﬂat or less rugged than a rugged predicted site, the overall
prediction is overestimated with a signiﬁcant positive error.
Figure 17(b) shows the same data, but arranged according to the ruggedness
index of the most rugged of the two sites. This ﬁgure indicates that accurate wind
speed predictions may be obtained even in mountainous terrain, provided that the
diﬀerence in ruggedness indices between the reference and predicted site is small.
This is obviously the case for the self-prediction at any category of site, but may
also occur for neighboring sites with similar orographical settings and orientation.
This represents an important application involving the prediction of wind speeds
and power production at adjacent sites along a steep ridge in a wind farm.
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Figure 17. (a) WAsP wind speed prediction error versus the diﬀerence in extent
of steep slopes (RIX values) between the predicted and the reference site [79, 81].
Data from ﬁve Portuguese and two French sites are shown. (b) WAsP wind speed
prediction error versus the extent of steep slopes (RIX value) of the most rugged
of the predictor (reference) and predicted site [81]. Same data as (a).
7 METEOROLOGICAL MODELS
As the wind is a very local characteristic, inﬂuenced by the surrounding hills and
changes of roughness, one needs methods of interpolation for wind measurements.
In addition, measurements are costly to carry out, and it takes a long time to
obtain climatological estimates. Therefore, models are needed for the interpolation
between measurements and for the prediction of the wind climate. By prediction
we do not mean the prediction of weather or climatic variability, but the calculation
of the wind climate at a speciﬁc site without measurements at that site.
A meteorological model is in this context any model which allows one to calcu-
late wind ﬁelds in the atmosphere. Models range from global, numerical weather
prediction models (NWP) to models for ﬂow over small hills or roughness changes.
The latter contain no humidity processes, and often not even a temperature equa-
tion. Nevertheless, many of these are very useful for the calculation of the local
wind ﬁeld. Global NWP models have too coarse a resolution for detailed mapping
of the wind resource. Therefore, the emphasis here is on mesoscale and smaller
scale models.
7.1 Input to models
A full NWP model needs input data on the wind, temperature, and humidity ﬁelds
in the atmosphere and also in the soil. However, for wind energy applications one
often wants to have only climatological wind values without the need for exact
daily forecasts. In this case, the following data at the model boundaries are the
most important:
• The orography and roughness of the terrain. The roughness length can be
derived from a speciﬁcation of the land-use and vegetation coverage.
• The climatology of the external forcing which, for most mesoscale and mi-
croscale models, is larger-scale pressure gradients, or background ﬂow ﬁelds,
as well as solar insolation.
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Initial conditions are quite similar and initial wind and temperature ﬁelds have
to be speciﬁed. Often, they are derived from larger-scale ﬁelds which reﬂect the
larger-scale climatology. One important point for simulations with daily cycles
of insolation is the speciﬁcation of the initial time and date of the simulation.
This is clearly the case for weather prediction. However, for climatological studies
it is not obvious which date to choose and no objective method is known at
present. – Observations enter as both boundary and initial conditions through the
climatology.
The main large-scale parameters inﬂuencing the surface wind in mid-latitudes
are the geostrophic wind and the stratiﬁcation of the atmosphere. Temperature
diﬀerences between land and sea can also be important, especially in coastal re-
gions. The main surface parameters are surface elevation and roughness length,
and soil or sea surface temperature.
7.2 Classifications of models
The following list contains diﬀerent classiﬁcations of models. Loosely, one could
say that for most of the criteria complexity increases from left to right.
dynamics: kinematic (mass-consistent), hydrostatic, non-hydrostatic
advection: linear, non-linear
time domain: diagnostic, prognostic
spatial scale: microscale, mesoscale, synoptic
stratification: neutral, non-neutral
friction: frictionless, turbulent closure
formulation: analytical, spectral, grid point
type: ﬂow model, wind climate model
In reality, the classiﬁcation is more complex. As an example, WAsP is a linear
model; however, the interaction of its stability model and the roughness change
model is non-linear. Also, its hill-ﬂow model assumes neutral stratiﬁcation, but
the mean wind ﬁeld is for non-neutral stratiﬁcation.
7.3 Limitations of and requirements to models
In the following we discuss brieﬂy some limitations and assumptions of the diﬀerent
models which inﬂuence their application.
Mass-consistent models contain no dynamic equations, they only require the
ﬂow ﬁeld to be divergence free. Therefore, they require many observations in
order to model the ﬂow ﬁeld correctly [82, 83]. They should not be used if only
one observation point is available.
In hydrostatic models the equation for vertical momentum is substituted by
hydrostatic equilibrium. They should only be used to model the regional wind
climate, i.e. resolved scales greater than ∼ 10 km. The hydrostatic assumption
will lead to wrong phases of the speed-up above small mountains and hills. Instead
of being at the summit as observed, the maximum speed-up is predicted at the
lee-side of the hill.
Linear models calculate deviations, u′, from a base or reference state, U . Theo-
retically, they should work only for small perturbations, say u′/U < 0.2. However,
in practice u′/U up to about 0.5 still works well. They can not calculate detached
ﬂow, which occur in steep terrain with slopes greater than approximately 0.3 [80].
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However, they are very fast and easy to use and this makes them very attrac-
tive. Most linear models are diagnostic models. Non-linear models require more
computing resources.
The scale of the model inﬂuences which forces must be included in the model.
In a terrain where the length scale of the variations is less than approximately
10 km, Coriolis forces are not important for calculating perturbations from the
mean ﬂow. However, non-hydrostatic accelerations are important on small hills.
This is just the reverse for synoptic-scale ﬂows, where Coriolis eﬀects cannot be
neglected, but the hydrostatic approximation works well.
Friction is important for ﬂow near the surface. However, models with very sim-
ple or essentially no surface friction describe atmospheric ﬂows surprisingly well,
because the direct eﬀects of friction are conﬁned to a shallow layer near the surface
[84]. Also, the description of the deformation of turbulence in ﬂow over hills by
rapid-distortion theory is frictionless.
Most linear, spectral models use Fast Fourier Transforms to solve for variations
in the horizontal directions, assuming periodic domains. Atmospheric mesoscale
models are grid point models and they should have open boundaries. WAsP em-
ploys polar coordinates. Consequently, it is not periodic, though it is a spectral
model.
The distinction between ﬂow models and wind climate models concerns mainly
the ease of use of the models for wind power applications. WAsP is mainly a wind
climate model. It is very easy to use for wind power applications, where the focus
is on a small number of speciﬁc sites, but not very convenient for the calculation of
ﬂow ﬁelds. Other meteorological models more easily calculate the individual ﬂow
ﬁelds. However, it is also more complicated to determine wind climatologies from
these individual calculations. Wind climate models must contain a ﬂow model. In
addition, they often do the data assimilation in order to establish the climatology.
The choice between diﬀerent models depends on the application in question, the
available computing and human resources and the available input data. A good
model can never make up for bad input data. Therefore, it is important to ﬁnd
accurate and eﬃcient descriptions of the climatology of the input data. For WAsP,
this description is given by the Weibull parameters in diﬀerent direction sectors.
7.4 Combined meso/micro-scale modelling
An eﬃcient method of predicting the surface wind climate is to combine a mesoscale
model and a microscale model. The mesoscale model simulates the regional wind
climate like ﬂow over and around mountain ranges and in large valleys. The lo-
cal model calculates the speed-up and sheltering by hills, local obstacles, and
local roughness conditions. Such a procedure is illustrated in Fig. 18, where the
Karlsruhe Atmospheric Mesoscale Model, KAMM [85, 86], is combined with the
microscale model WAsP [7, 9]. KAMM calculates the mesoscale wind ﬁeld using
as input a description of the synoptic scale climatology, as well as orography and
roughness maps. The climatology of the simulated wind ﬁelds and the local orog-
raphy and roughnesses are subsequently used by WAsP to predict the local wind
climate.
The statistical-dynamical approach of regionalization of large-scale climatolo-
gy [87] is used to calculate the regional surface wind climate with KAMM. It is
assumed that the regional surface layer climate is determined uniquely by a few
parameters of the larger synoptic scale, plus the parameters of the surface. This
parameter space is decomposed into several representative situations and numer-
ical simulations of these are performed with the mesoscale model. The mesoscale
climatology is ﬁnally calculated from the results of the simulations together with
the frequency of the typical situations.
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Figure 18. Schematic presentation of the KAMM/WAsP approach to calculate the
local wind climate.
The simulations are processed in a similar way as the measurements, i.e. the
simulated winds are transformed to a number of standard roughnesses and s-
tandard heights using the geostrophic drag law. Then, Weibull distributions are
ﬁtted to the transformed wind speeds to construct the so-called wind atlas data
sets which, in turn, constitute the input for WAsP. The wind atlas ﬁles represent
the generalized regional wind climate and are established for each grid point of
KAMM. The local wind climate can now be determined using WAsP together with
the wind atlas data from the nearest grid point.
This approach has been used to model the wind climate of Ireland [88, 89].
Figure 19 shows the simulated wind energy density 50 m above a ﬂat surface with
roughness length z0 = 3 cm calculated by the KAMM model.
The data shown in Fig. 19 can be used to predict the yearly power production
of a wind turbine using WAsP. In Fig. 20, such production estimates are com-
pared to power production estimates obtained directly from measurements at 18
sites in Ireland – where the vertical extrapolation of these measurements to hub
height was carried out using WAsP. The agreement is good, except for the very
low productions, where the simpliﬁed modelling of stability eﬀects leads to large
diﬀerences.
7.5 Short-term prediction
The wind is highly variable and diﬃcult to predict (forecast). This causes problems
for the electrical utility dispatchers since they have to schedule the operation of
conventional power plants not knowing the production from the wind farms. If
the penetration level (fraction of the total power delivered by wind turbines)
is low this constitutes a minor problem and wind energy can be considered a
negative consumer. In areas with high penetration levels, however, addressing the
problem in this way would cause an unnecessary use of fossil fuels, leading to
economic losses and pollution of the atmosphere. As an example of an area with
high penetration, the Jutlandic and the Funen part of Denmark may have up to
40% of the electricity produced by wind farms at certain times.
To avoid this waste of fossil fuel, the wind resource has to be predicted. This
can be done using numerical weather prediction (NWP) models of the general at-
mospheric circulation. These models predict the overall motion of the atmosphere,
e.g. low-pressure systems. To predict the winds in a speciﬁc wind farm, it is nec-
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Figure 19. Wind power density in Wm−2 at a height of 50 m and roughness length
z0 = 3 cm over Ireland calculated by KAMM. Values from a wind atlas analysis
by WAsP are shown at the positions of 18 stations.
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Figure 20. Comparison at 18 sites of the predicted yearly power production in
GWhy−1 of a Vestas V42 600-kW wind turbine (y-axis) and the power production
estimated by vertical extrapolation of wind measurements (x-axis).
essary to transform the overall wind ﬁeld to the surface, taking the local eﬀects in
the wind farm into account. Local eﬀects are typically associated with orography,
roughness, near-by obstacles, and the presence of other wind turbines.
Risø has developed a model which is based on the idea outlined above [90, 91];
a diagram detailing the model is shown in Fig. 21. The model is based on NWP-
predictions from the HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) of the Dan-
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ish Meteorological Institute [92], the local topographical corrections are calculated
by WAsP [9], and the wind farm wake eﬀects and productions are calculated using
the PARK code [93]. The output and performance of the model are described
brieﬂy below.
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Figure 21. Flow chart of the prediction model. MOS is short for Model Output
Statistics.
For ease of electronic transfer, the model predictions are provided as HTML-
ﬁles, i.e. the ﬁle format used on the World Wide Web (WWW). The advantage
of this is, that if the utility is large, it can run the model at its own premises and
view the HTML-ﬁles locally. If a number of smaller utilities have joined together,
they can view the pages via the Internet. The ﬁles contain the 12 forecasts (from
+3 to +36 hours ahead) for the total production (if applicable) and for each wind
farm. It is envisaged that the utility is provided with software (i.e. a Web-browser)
to display the forecasts. This type of output makes the prediction system platform
independent.
Since the beginning of 1997 the model has been running on-line, predicting
the production of a large number of wind farms in Denmark, Great Britain and
Greece. The HIRLAM predictions are sent via the Internet to Risø. At Risø a
system is set up that runs the power prediction model every time a new forecast
arrives. The output from this model is HTML ﬁles which are automatically put
on the Internet as WWW-pages. The HIRLAM model run is available about two
and four hours after its verify (initialization) time, depending on the geographical
location of the wind farm. The time in transit between DMI and Risø (or the
utility) is insigniﬁcant, and the power prediction model runs in less than a minute
for all the wind farms. Since the HIRLAM model is run twice a day, the Web-pages
are also updated twice a day with a new 36-hour forecast. The latest development
is that the HIRLAM prediction horizon has been extended to 48 hours.
To give an example of the general performance of the model, results obtained
from a previous study are given below. A total of 17 wind farms were modelled
for an entire year, from February 1995 to January 1996 [94]. The performance for
the one-year period of one of these wind farms (Kyndby, Zealand, DK) is shown
in Fig. 22.
It can be seen from this, that in the ﬁrst four hours the so-called persistence
model (stating that what is measured now, is the prediction at any time in the
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Figure 22. The performance of the Risø model compared to the persistence model
for the Kyndby wind farm, using a full year’s worth of data. The rated power of
the wind farm is 3.78 MW, i.e. the error never exceeds 10% of the rated power.
The forecast length in hours is along the x-axis. ME is the mean error (squares)
and MAE the mean absolute error (circles).
future) performs better than the developed model; after this time the model is
superior. It can also be seen that the mean absolute error (i.e. the scatter) seems
to increase only very slowly with look-ahead time. A detailed analysis of the model
performance and the error is given in [91].
As an example of the detailed performance of the model, the ﬁrst real fall storm
in Europe in 1997 has been predicted. To that end, measurements from the 118-
m mast at Risø National Laboratory were used. The measurements, along with
the model predictions, are plotted in Fig. 23. It appears that the development of
the storm was predicted extremely well and also well in advance: at no point in
time are the predictions more than 3 m s−1 away from the measurements and for
most of the duration of the storm, they are well below this limit. The storm was
predicted about 30 hours in advance, leaving utilities ample time to schedule the
conventional power plants. In the potentially critical high-wind area, close to the
cut-out wind speed of most turbines, the model predicts the wind speed accurately.
Wind speeds below 5 m s−1 do not contribute to wind turbine power production
and wind speeds between 15 m s−1 and 25 m s−1 provides maximum power output.
Therefore, the prediction of wind speeds in the interval from 5 m s−1 to 15 m s−1
is particularly important for estimating the power production at any given time
accurately. The model predictions are also close to the measured data in this wind
speed range. The excellence of these predictions is entirely due to the prediction
skills of the HIRLAM model.
8 AREAS OF FURTHER RESEARCH
It is our hope that this overview article on wind power meteorology will initiate
a number of articles on central topics by authors well versed in this discipline.
It is also foreseen that contributions will come from basic disciplines such as me-
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Figure 23. Predictions and measurements for the Risø mast. Three consecutive
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next at 12 UTC and the third from 2 October 1997 at 00 UTC. For each of the pre-
dictions, the expected error is also shown by vertical error bars. The measurements
are plotted every 10 min.
teorology, climatology, geography, ﬂuid dynamics, time-series analysis, stochastic
processes etc. Overall, it is essential that the contributions add to the general
knowledge on the utilization of wind energy. Well undertaken and well described
research will help the wind energy community to accelerate progress by avoiding
wasting time and eﬀort.
The following list of areas of further research reﬂects our view and therefore can
not be complete. A more general view can be found in [95] where the European
wind energy research community has put forward a ‘road map’ for future R&D in
wind energy.
Weather and wind climate:
• Systematic methods for the description of the ‘large-scale’ climate.
• The variability of the wind climate, temporally and spatially, i.e. how much
does the expected energy output vary from year to year in diﬀerent parts of
the world.
• Extreme winds as a function of location, locally (inﬂuence by local topograph-
ic features) and globally.
Winds in the atmospheric boundary layer:
• Realistic models for the turbulence in real terrain. How can the results from
simpliﬁed models be applied to real-life conditions, and how large variations
are to be expected around ‘standard conditions’?
• Wind turbine wake models are used routinely for modelling the mean ﬂow, but
some of the pertinent questions remain only partly answered or unanswered:
What are the merits and drawbacks of the diﬀerent models? How do we model
turbulence realistically in the wake?
• Disturbed wind and turbulence ﬁelds close to obstacles, forests, cliﬀs etc.,
modelling and measurements, and their eﬀects on wind turbines.
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Wind climate data sources:
• Optimal use of the large databases – such as the NCAR/NCEP or ECMWF
re-analysis data, the COADS data [96], the CORINE (Coordination of Infor-
mation on the Environment) land use data, the world-wide orographic and
land use data – for regional wind resource assessment and siting of wind
farms.
• Systematic acquisition, description, analysis and presentation of wind data
from entire regions, interesting localities with high wind energy potential and
tall towers (the wind turbines are growing out of the surface layer).
Topography:
• The use of satellite observations and ‘ground truth’ measurements to deter-
mine surface roughness, its seasonal variation and ‘climatological’ value.
• The use of satellite data in general for wind energy, especially wind in oﬀshore
areas.
• Realistic models for propagation of noise from wind farms in all types of
terrain, but especially mountainous terrain.
• Objective measures of terrain ruggedness and complexity. Topographical anal-
ysis.
• Complete wind farm studies including: site calibration, wind ﬂow modelling,
and comparison of predicted and actual production.
Meteorological models:
• Objective measures of the applicability and quality of ﬂow models, in par-
ticular in complex and mountainous terrain. How much data are needed for
ﬂow model veriﬁcation, and what are proper performance indicators for wind
climate prediction.
• The use of meso-scale models for wind resource assessment: data for initial
and boundary conditions, presentation and use of resulting statistics, and
parameterizations.
• Further work in short-term prediction.
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Wind power meteorology has evolved as an applied science, ﬁrmly founded on
boundary-layer meteorology, but with strong links to climatology and geography.
It concerns itself with three main areas: siting of wind turbines, regional wind
resource assessment, and short-term prediction of the wind resource. The history,
status and perspectives of wind power meteorology are presented, with emphasis
on physical considerations and on its practical application. Following a global view
of the wind resource, the elements of boundary layer meteorology which are most
important for wind energy are reviewed: wind proﬁles and shear, turbulence and
gust, and extreme winds.
The data used in wind power meteorology stem mainly from three sources: on-site
wind measurements, the synoptic networks, and the re-analysis projects. Wind
climate analysis, wind resource estimation and siting further require a detailed
description of the topography of the terrain – with respect to the roughness of the
surface, near-by obstacles, and orographical features. Finally, the meteorological
models used for estimation and prediction of the wind are described; their classiﬁ-
cation, inputs, limitations and requirements. A comprehensive modelling concept,
meso/micro-scale modelling, is introduced and a procedure for short-term predic-
tion of the wind resource is described.
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